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Abstract—The first part of the report consists of a brief summary of the observations obtained from
the data of Lunokhod 2, previously published mainly in Russian. The second part presents new
observations and interpretations.
The remotely controlled vehicle travelled extensively on the lava-flooded floor of crater Le Monier
on the eastern side of Mare Serenitatis. The floor of Le Monier appears to be a typical mare surface,
practically horizontal, with gentle undulations, and peppered with craters ranging from the limit of
resolution (a few centimeters) to several hundred meters. Age of the flooding is estimated to be Late
Imbrian or Early Eratosthenian. Boulders are relatively common, especially concentrated in and
around craters. The edges of a linear rille, unofficially called Fossa Recta, show the presence of
elongated boulder fields, interpreted as being not the usual erratic boulders found on the mare
surface, but bedrock protuberances.
New observations and interpretations are presented concerning the nature of the uppermost
regolith. The depth and characteristics of the vehicle wheel tracks indicate the presence on the
uppermost regolith of a layer of material of considerably less bearing and traction strength than the
lower regolith. This uppermost layer ranges from a few to 20 centimeters and is generally deeper at
the foot of slopes. It seems to be responsible for terraces and furrows on inner crater slopes. The data
for the X-ray fluorescence spectroscope, i.e., a systematic but gradual compositional change as a
function of distance from the mare shore, can be included in these observations to suggest that
considerable lateral movement of regolithic material may occur. Some of this movement may be due
to micrometeorites, but some seems to be caused by soil creep, occurring on slopes having angles less
than the angle of repose, and therefore of problematic origin.

INTRODUCTION

On January 18, 1973, the automatic spacecraft Luna 21 deposited Lunokhod 2
on the eastern side of Mare Serenitatis. The mission and results have been
discussed in Russian by several papers (for example, Florensky et ah, 1976) and
some observations also in English (Basilevsky et a/., 1977).
The first part of this report will present a brief summary of the mission and its
results, most of which is unavailable to non-Russian readers, and the second part
will discuss new observations and interpretations.
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THE LUNOKHOD 2 MISSION

Luna 21 landed at coordinates 25°51 'N, 30°27'E, in the southern part of the
lava-flooded floor of crater Le Monier. The travels of Lunokhod 2 are schematically shown in Fig. 1. The construction and operational methods were basically
similar to those of Lunokhod 1 (Academy of Sciences, U.S.S.R., 1971). The
vehicle was equipped with a wide-angle panoramic camera, a "piloting" camera,
tilmeter and other instruments.
The interpretation of the data collected by Lunokhod 2 was helped by
analysing orbital photographs of the area, kindly supplied by the United States
Geological Survey and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
The crater Le Monier has a diameter of 55 km and is a clear example of a
polygenetic structure on the lunar surface. The rim of the crater, relatively poorly
preserved, is much older than the lava covering the floor. This classifies the crater
as belonging to Class IV of Ronca and Green's (1970) classification. Wilhelms

Fig. 1. Locator map of the landing site and travel route of Lunokhod 2. The patterned
area represents highland terrains, white areas mare terrains. The elongated patterns
marked with I and R represent, respectively, Fossa Incospicua and Fossa Recta (from
Basilevsky et a!., 1977),
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and McCauley (1971) considered the crater to be Early Imbrian in age, while the
lava floor is Late Imbrian or Early Eratosthenian. It should be noted that the
absolute age of mare basalts at Littrow-Taurus Valley is 3.7 to 3.8 X 109 years
(Evensen et at,, 1973; Huneke et aL, 1973; Kirsten et al.t 1973), which
corresponds to the first half of the Imbrian Period.
During the first lunar day the vehicle travelled southward toward the nearest
highland point visible from the landing site. The second and third lunar days
were spent investigating the highland immediately south of the flooded area.
Then Lunokhod 2 returned to the mare surface and proceeded in an easterly
direction toward a small mare bay, unofficially named Circle Harbour. On its
way, it crossed a gentle linear depression, unofficially named Fossa Incospicua.
Within Circle Harbour a more prominent linear feature unofficially named Fossa
Recta was visited. The fourth and fifth lunar days were spent investigating the
southern part of Fossa Recta.
The floor of Le Monier appears to be a typical mare surface, practically
horizontal, with gentle undulations and peppered with small craters (Fig. 2).
West of the area travelled by Lunokhod 2 a wrinkle ridge is located.
The craters range in diameter from a few centimeters (the limit of resolution)
to several hundred meters. Craters smaller than about 50 meters in diameter are
in steady state (Ds = 50 m) as defined by Shoemaker and Morris (1968). Most
of the large craters belong to morphological class B, BC or C, as defined by

Fig. 2. Typicat view of the floor of Crater Le Monier. The artifacts are the wheel
tracks.
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Fig. 3. Typical distribution of boulders.

Fig. 4. Typical boulders. Shapes range from irregular to prismatic with angular to
rounded corners. Surface texture can be pitted or pristine.
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Fig. 5. The edge of Fossa Recta. The boulder field follows the sudden increase in slope
that can be considered to be the edge of the fossa.

Fig. 6. Another view of the boulder field at the edge of Fossa Recta.
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Fig. 7. Typical appearance of the wheel tracks.

Fig. 8. Notice how the wheel tracks become deeper nearer the crater.
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THE REGOLITH

The data collected by Lunokhod 2 present new information about the
characteristics of the uppermost portion of the regolith.
Chemical composition of the surface of the regolith is revealed by the X-ray
fluorescence spectroscope (Kocharov and Viktorov, 1974). Suprisingly, the
composition is more similar to a highland regolith than to a mare regolith. At the
landing point (6 km from the highland shores), the Al content is 9 ± 1%, (as
compared to 7% for Mare Imbrium) and the Fe content is 6 ± 0.6% (as
compared to 12% for Mare Imbrium). This must not be interpreted as being
caused by the lava flows in Le Monier being of different composition than the
flows of other maria, but by having a thin supply of highland material mixed in
the upper layer of the mare regolith. This interpretation is suggested by the
variation of the chemistry of the upper layer of the regolith incurred as the
vehicle travelled. The nearer to the highland shores Lunokhod 2 arrived, the
more "highlandic" the composition of the regolith. At a distance of 1.5 km, the
Fe content was 4.9 ± 0.4%. When the travel was essentially parallel to the shores,
the composition remained constant.
The above measurements are a strong indication that considerable lateral
movement occurs in the regolith. Similar conclusions are suggested by looking at
the wheel tracks of the vehicle. Figure 7 shows the most common appearance of
the tracks. The regolith is relatively firm, ruts are a few centimeters deep and a
few large fragments or lumps are visible. Figure 8 shows the wheel tracks

Fig. 9. Notice the depth of the low-traction layer (see text).
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appearance when they near a crater. They become deeper, about 20 cm or more,
and fragments or lumps are more common. This becomes even more so inside a
crater, especially at the foot of the slope. Figures 9 and 10 show locations where
Lunokhod 2 encountered difficulties in proceeding, because of the softness of the
uppermost portion of the regolith.
Before these observations are analysed, other aspects of the regolith surface
must be discussed. On areas relatively removed from craters, a vague pattern is
apparent, consisting of slightly elevated zones making a rough cellular network.
This pattern is very difficult to see in any of the photographs, but it was more
obvious to one of the authors (A. T. Basilevsky) when the vehicle was transmitting "live" through the "piloting" camera. On areas within craters, both radial
and concentric furrows or terraces are present.
The "highlandic" composition of the uppermost layer, the changes in firmness
as a function of topography, the terraces and furrows, can be interpreted as being
indicators of considerable lateral movement of the upper layer of the regolith.
Some of this movement may be caused by the random ejections from the whole

Fig. 10. A location at the foot of a slope, where the low-traction layer is deeper than
average.
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mass spectrum of impacts, but a soil creep component may also be present.
Several oral presentations at the conference discussed the difficulty in making
sure that a regolith core is actually complete to its real top. If such a poorly
compacted uppermost layer is ubiquitous, it seems reasonable to expect difficulties in coring it.
One possible way of determining the amount and extension of such layers may
be by studying infrared characteristics of the lunar surface. Mendell and Low
(1975) and Mendell (1976) have shown the presence of "cold spots" which may
be areas where soil creep or other processes have accumulated such uncompacted
material (Mendell, comments during presentation).
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